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Formulation of the problem. How do physicists come up with equation that describe nature – i.e., that 
provide the best fit f or o bservations? Some o f t hem l ook f or t he s implest o f p ossible e quations, s ome look 
for the most beautiful equations – and somehow all of them come up with exactly the equations that bet fit 
the data.

These are different c riteria. In general, what is simpler is not necessarily more beautiful, and vice versa. 
However, many different o ptimality c riterion d o l ead t o t he e xact s ame r esult. I n t his t alk, we p rovide a 
possible explanation for this rather mysterious fact.

Symmetry: general idea. Why can we make predictions about the world? Because many situations are 
similar. If we encounter a new situation which is similar to the one we experienced earlier, it is reasonable 
to predict that the outcome of the new situation will be similar. In physics, this similarity is formalized as 
symmetry – when changing the situation in a certain way does not change the outcome.

A simple example. Numerical value of a physical quantity depends on the choice of a measuring unit. If 
we use cm instead of m, numerical values change but the quantities remain the same. In general, if we replace 
the original unit with a c times smaller one, all numerical values are multiplied by c: x 7→ Tc(x) = c · x.

For each dependence y = f(x), the numerical value of y can also change to C · y for some C. To eliminate 
dependence on the y-unit, we can consider the whole family {C · f(x)}C .

What we mean by the best. The best – optimal – means that we have a way to compare two families, 
and we select the family aopt which is better than all others: ∀a (aopt ⪰ a).

We should consider final o ptimality c riteria. I f s everal f amilies a re t he b est i n t his s ense, w e can 
use this non-uniqueness to optimize something else. So, in the final optimality c riterion, t here i s only one 
optimal family.

This leads to an explanation. It is reasonable to assume that the relative quality should be invariant 
under scaling transformation Tc : {C · f(x)}C 7→ {C · f(c · x)}C : if a ⪰ b then Tc(a) ⪰ Tc(b). Our main result 
is that for any final s cale-invariant optimality c riterion ⪰ , the optimal f amily i s the one which i s invariant 
under scaling.

Indeed, since aopt is the best, we have aopt ⪰ T1/c(a) for all a. Thus, since ⪰ is scale-invariant, we get 
Tc(aopt) ⪰ a for all a. This means that the family Tc(aopt) is also optimal. However, since the criterion 
⪰ is final, t here i s o nly o ne fi nal fa mily. So  in deed, Tc (aopt) = ao pt. Fo r sc ale-invariance, th is means 
that a = {C · xa} for some a. So, no matter what optimality criterion we use, as long as this criterion is 
scale-invariant, we get the same class of optimal functions.

We showed it on the example of scaling, but this argument works for all possible symmetries – and this 
explains why optimizing different criteria often leads to the same solution.


